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Welcome to

by Bernadette Plazola

Terry is an incredibly talented musician and a
passionate person. He loves to connect with other
musicians and has big goals and dreams for the
ukulele community.

 

I am in awe of his work
ethic. I hope you love our

feature this issue.
 

 
Hugs, 

Bernadette
 
 

All of our magazines will be printed and you can order your hard copy online!

In the previous issues, we have featured artists that are doing great work in our
community and today we would like to put a spotlight on Terry Carter. 

Terry Carter has been teaching ukulele on his YouTube channel, Uke Like The Pros,
for a little over 5 years now. The Uke Like The Pros channel has lessons on how to
play the blues, strumming, guitarlele, baritone ukulele, and more. Now Terry’s
channel also has courses for beginners and children. 

Terry and I have had the opportunity to collaborate and teach together over the
years. These pictures are from a ukulele event that Terry organized where we
brought some of our subscribers together and held an event with workshops and a
concert.
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When we first started our magazine, we had the goal
of publishing a quarterly magazine, but we have
decided that we will be publishing two magazines a
year instead. We will have a spring/summer issue
and a winter/holiday issue.
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What is your favorite word?
Syzygy. A word that describes the
seeming chaos and order of the universe.
What is your least favorite word?
Like. When used as a filler word or a
pause. Or emojis!
What turns you on?
Music. Song lyrics. 
What turns you off?
Our current Prime Minister
What sound or noise do you love?
The C5 chord. It’s neither major nor
minor because there’s no third.
What sound or noise do you hate?
Foxes at night. Though, as a music
therapist, he points out that any sound
can be used in a positive way. Except
those damn foxes.
What is your favorite curse word?
Bollocks. It’s a very flexible word.
What profession other than your own
would you like to attempt?
“I would’ve loved to do music at a high
level.” Meaning, he would’ve loved to be a
full-time musician.
What profession would you not like 
to do?
Anything that’s a 9-5 desk job.
If heaven exists, what would you like
to hear God say when you arrive at the
pearly gates?
“John Prine’s over there, and he’d like to
talk to you about all of those covers
you've done over the years.”

Dave ThorpeDave ThorpeDave Thorpe
I told him that I like to end my interviews in
the same way James Lipton of ‘Inside the
Actor’s Studio’ ended his, with a questionnaire
based upon one used by Bernard Pivot on his
talk show. So we will start at the end, here are
Dave Thorpe’s answers…

by Yuta Hsu
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The number five. Trad Irish
music. Twenty Twenty Vision.
What do these all have in
common, you may ask? How
could such seemingly random
things have any connection? If
you look around hard enough,
you’ll see the hidden connections,
but you don’t have to look very
hard to find this connection. It’s
none other than the very talented
and lovely Dave Thorpe. A man of
many talents, one of which is
bringing a smile to your face with
his disarming charm and laid-
back manner.

Born in 1960, he grew up
listening to his father’s records,
ranging from The Beatles, Slade,
Simon & Garfunkel, to big bands
like Glenn Miller. You can see his
varied musical taste started early.
As a child, he took classical piano
and trumpet lessons, but found
that they didn’t agree with him.
He discovered his love of stringed
instruments at the age of fifteen
when he borrowed his sister’s
guitar and taught himself how to
play. Back in those days, there
was no internet or YouTube, so
he had to learn by looking at
chord sheets and listening.

For most of the last 20 years, he
mainly played guitar for Trad Irish
sessions and gigs with some of
the best Irish musicians such as
Elmer McGowan flute, Colette
O’Leary accordion, and Brendan
Power harmonica. He also
recorded several albums  which
are all available on Apple
Music/Amazon/etc. the most
recent being his first ukulele-
based album titled “Twenty
Twenty Vision” back in June 2021.

Since music was a passionate
hobby, I asked him about his
profession. To no one’s surprise,
music played a big a part of that
too! He’s been a classroom teacher
for decades, working with children
who have special social, emotional
or behavioral needs. Many times
he’d bring his guitar in and play
music for the children, but it wasn’t
music therapy per se, as he was
really just a teacher who happened
to be a musician. He didn’t say it in
this way, but I think he was inspired
by witnessing how music
encouraged the children to earn a
master’s degree in music therapy.

One of his
greatest projects

as a music
therapist was
setting up the
first dedicated
music therapy

service in a renal
dialysis ward.
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 He became a full-fledged Music Therapist in
2013, and helped countless people for nearly 10
years. He worked with cancer patients, people
with autism, adults with dementia, and survivors
of the Grenfell Tower fire in 2017.

One of his greatest projects as a music therapist
was setting up the first dedicated music therapy
service in a renal dialysis ward. This was an
important project to him because he was a
patient at the same dialysis ward back in 2004,
before getting a kidney transplant in 2006.
Knowing how difficult dialysis is, he wanted to go
back into that setting and use his newfound skills
to help. It was a very successful program, but
unfortunately lost funding after three years.
Since then, he became a dialysis patient once
again, as his kidney transplant is now failing. He
now finds himself in the same dialysis ward three
times a week, six hours each time, sitting next to
some of the same patients he played music for,
waiting for news of another transplant.

In his words, finding Ukelandia “was brilliant!”
Before COVID hit, his life consisted of a lot of
going out and performing at venues all around
London. Playing Trad Irish music meant
musicians sat around tables playing all sorts of
instruments right next to each other, which was
obviously out of the question with the advent of
COVID. He hasn’t played with another musician
live since February 2019 and misses it. Mostly,
his life is about going to dialysis, maybe an
outing or two and being at home playing ukulele.

We talked a bit about some of his outings, and a
recent favorite was being able to visit the Southern
Ukulele Store and meeting Alex. If you don’t know,
SUS is a wonderful uke store in England and Alex
uploads many videos to YouTube. 

On the platform, he is showing off the many
incredible ukes they have, along with tutorials
about strings, woods and many other topics
related to our favorite instrument. Dave was given
the VIP treatment, with no other customers in the
store, and hundreds of ukes to play with! In the
words of Dave himself, “it’s a two and a half hour
drive, but it’s worth it!” As a result of his visit, he
ended up two more ukes.

I paused slightly and smiled, because I realized
that Dave was in that very familiar spot in his
house we see in all of his videos… on his couch,
with a painting on the wall behind him and a uke
always within arm’s reach. It’s amazing that he
only really picked up the ukulele a few years ago
and now it’s his go-to instrument. Dave is on a
wonderful musical journey which he shares with
all of us with his videos and articles in this
magazine. I was honored to listen and share his
story with us all. 

Oh, and the number five? Dave lives just a few
blocks from the old Wembley Stadium, so he’d get
to hear concerts for free. Once, he got to hear the
Bon Jovi concert for what seemed like five times.
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Koa is a variety of Acacia which grows
exclusively in Hawaii and is the main traditional
choice for Hawaiian ukulele luthiers. Koa is a
strikingly beautiful wood, with characteristic
flame and curl in appearance. Koa tonewoods
are graded: A, AA, AAA and Master Grade.
These grades relate to the appearance of the
wood rather than improvements in tonality.
Koa provides a sweet, expressive sound. It is
not known for having powerful volume, but
more for its delicate melodic character.

Let’s start by clarifying what we mean by
'tonewoods'. A ukulele has many different sections
that are often made from wood. They all
contribute to the look, feel and sound of the uke,
but today we are concentrating on ‘tonewoods,' 
 by which we mean the woods chosen because of
their particular tonal qualities to construct the top
(soundboard), the back and the sides of 
the instrument.

We will look at the qualities of seven different
woods, then consider how they are used in ukulele
construction.

 
Buyer's Guide

a step by step guide to choices

Episode 3:

Tonewoods
by Dave Thorpe
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KoaKoa

MangoMangoMahoganyMahogany

SpruceSpruceRosewoodRosewood
Spruce has been used for years to make
guitars and more recently has become popular
with ukulele luthiers – even some of the
Hawaiian makers. Spruce is a pale looking
wood and high-quality Spruce has straight and
tight grain which gives it a bright, lively, clear
sound. Spruce gives an instrument a crisp tone
with probably the loudest volume of all the
tonewoods. There are different varieties of
Spruce: Engelmann and Sitka are very
commonly used. The company aNueNue use a
Swiss ‘Moon Spruce’ for their ‘Moonbird’
ukuleles. Moon Spruce is said to have tonal
qualities that are improved when the wood is
cut during the light of a full moon. Whatever
you think of that, the sound of the Spruce on a
Moonbird is unmistakable.

Mango is a sweet-sounding wood, also popular
with Hawaiian makers. It has a warmer sound
than Koa. It has a greeny brown appearance
sometimes with darker patches in the wood.

A very traditional wood, usually dark in
appearance. Rosewood for tonewoods is
sourced from different places in the world:
Brazil, Honduras, India and Madagascar for
example. For ecological reasons, there were
restrictions placed on the international sale of
rosewood for a few years so instrument makers
needed to find alternatives. These restrictions
are now largely lifted. Rosewood gives a sound
with well pronounced low and high range
frequencies and less so in the mid-range. It has
less punch than mahogany. Rosewood is not
really used as a top wood, but very commonly
used for back and sides.

Mahogany has a long tradition in ukulele
making. The Martin company used it because of
its warmth and sweetness. In appearance it can
be dark or light coloured. It is also used widely
in combination as back and sides with other
tonewoods on the top body.
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Cedar is similar to Spruce, but with a more
yellowish colour, a warmer tone and more mid-
range tonality. It has been used as a ukulele
tonewood in more recent times.

These are the most common tonewoods, but
not a complete list and exotic tonewoods such
as Sapele, Zebrawood, African Blackwood and
Ziricote may feature in a ukulele you see for
sale. Tonewoods are often used in conjunction.
Spruce, for example, is a very bright sounding
wood, and often paired with a wood like
mahogany or rosewood to temper the
brightness and provide a little more warmth to
the overall tonal quality. Mango has a
sweetness and gentleness.

CedarCedar

MapleMaple

ConclusionConclusion
Maple wood is usually thought of as a soft
wood, with the exception of one particular
variety (Acer) which is a hardwood. Soft wood
maple has a very even tone across all the
ranges, whereas hardwood maple has a
brighter tone. Maple can be a very beautifully
figured wood and ‘Spalted Maple’ is often used
for its decorative value. Spalting is actually a
sign of the first stages of decay in maple, but
this does not indicate weakness or faults that
would suggest it to be deficient in terms of
instrument making and it is widely used in
some high quality guitars and ukuleles.

I close this final ‘Buyers’ Guide’, as I always do, with
the advice that when choosing a uke there is no
substitute for sitting with an instrument and trying
it out yourself. Try playing it alongside others to
decide which one is right for you. Should that read
‘which ONES are right for you’? Perhaps the
differences between them explain why so many of
us build up collections of ukuleles. 
Dare I mention UAS…?
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Uke fam, here are 8 things
that you know how to do on
ukulele that you can
transfer over to playing the
guitar… amazing, right?

You may think that some
of the items on the list
are so obvious that they
shouldn’t be mentioned,
but they are not. Now
that you’re a seasoned
ukulele player, you may
think that tuning is easy
and natural, but my
ukulele tuning tutorial
has over 500,000 views. I
recently created a
strumming challenge for
absolute beginners and
over 50,000 have started
that course. 

If you feel ready to take
the leap into guitar, join
our Facebook group
Guitarlandia. It’s a group
like Ukelandia, where we
can share our guitar
journeys together. 

8 UKULELE SKILLS
You can interpret a
chord chart

You know how to tune
your instrument 

You can read
tablature notation 

You know how to play at different
speeds and tempo markings

You can play a
strumming pattern

You know your
learning style 

You know how to hold and
position your instrument 

You know how to fix a string
that is not ringing

12

by Bernadette Plazola



15 song ukulele challenge 

15 Song Ukulele
Challenge

Beginner Guitar
Challenge 
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30 day guitar challenge 



Two Hits and
The debut of

When I was in middle school I
used to play saxophone in my
church’s worship team band. In
the same group we had Quincy,
who played the saxophone.
Quincy left the group to go to
college and pursue his degree as
a saxophonist and performer.

When I was in college, my cousin
Carlos played in a band called
Random Article, in our
hometown of Imperial Valley. I
loved coming home on the
weekends to watch him sing. I
also loved watching the band’s
drummer, Jonathan, because I
had never seen someone play
the way he did. 

When the pandemic first hit and
we all went into lockdown, my
friend, Mari, organized a live
concert via Instagram. These
were uncertain times and Mari
hoped to bring people
something joyful and fun to look
forward to. Mari invited me to
perform at this concert and I
wanted to bring one heck of 
a show. 

In order to create a spectacular
show for the community, I
needed help. I decided to form a
band for this event.

I reached out to Quincy and
Jonathan separately and asked
them to come perform with me.
Even though it was our first time
playing together as a band, we
got along so well and we
sounded pretty good together.
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a Miss
We knew NOTHING about
releasing an album, so
Jonathan did research, learned
how to distribute the music and
also edited all of the audio for
the album. We recorded
ourselves using one
microphone and taking turns.
It’s a lengthy process, but it is
making us better musicians. 

We released our album in late
2021 and it felt like a milestone
in our music careers. We never
imagined an album would
come together for us but it is a
dream come true for all of us. 

The guys and I continue to
meet every week to practice,
eat, and share time together.
Jonathan is great at cooking
and Quincy and I are great at
eating! Our relationship has
evolved and now my baby,
Daniela, has two of the best
uncles ever. 

You can listen to our album as
you have dinner, journal, or
relax with a cup of tea. You can
find our album, Two Hits and a
Miss Volume 1, on Spotify, Apple
Music and YouTube music. 

We would love your
suggestions for our next
album! We have a few ideas,
but are always open to hear
more from you.

Our band was invited to
perform at more virtual/online
events and concerts, so we
decided to meet weekly and
learn more songs. This was right
around the time that I got
pregnant, so I had baby Dani on
the way when we played at
some of these shows and
nobody knew!

We soon realized that our band
needed a name, so we invited
you all to give us band
suggestions. Richard Estes
recommended the name Two
Hits and a Miss and we loved it.
A few of you recommended we
put our covers on Spotify, so we
decided to release an album. 

The album is made of the songs
you requested most, like Yellow
by Coldplay, And I Love Her by
The Beatles, Time After Time by
Cyndi Lauper, and Just The Two
of Us by Bill Withers. 

We released our
album in late

2021 and it felt
like a milestone

in our music
careers

by Bernadette Plazola
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TAB Talk!
Tabs are another way to share music. It is a simple ‘visual
system’ of the strings and notes. While tab cannot show us
everything about a piece of music, it can show us a lot!

Technique Symbols  / Designation

Hammer on <h>, 5h7

Pull-off <p>, 3p0

Bend <b>, 7b9

Slide < / slide up>, < \ slide down>, 7/9, 9\7

Harmonics <h>, 12<h>

Vibrato <v> or <~>

Chuck <C> or <X>

Mute <x>

Tab can show:

by Phyllis David

Tab cannot show:  

1
2

3
Rhythm patterns are often hard to convey in tab.
Efforts are shown by stems, dots, flags, distance
between notes within the bars etc. 

Timing is often hard to communicate too –
sometimes clues are given by the spacing in
between the notes of a measure. BEST ADVICE:
Listen to the song with the tab in front of you and
work it out. 

Note values are often hard to decipher. Again.
Listen to the song!

4
5

Strumming is sometimes shown as up or down
directional arrows. Pay attention because there’s
no standard of showing strumming yet.

Fingering would be nice to have, but there is no
standard yet.

1
2
3

The order of, and
which notes to play

Which fret to press, and
which string to pluck

Technique symbols vary. Here are a few
standards along with their designation. 

4

Tuning. If an alternate tuning is not
given, assume standard GCEA tuning.

5

Barre chords, 4-4-4-4, hold all strings
down across a single fret.

An arpeggio means “a broken chord’. It
means to play one note at a time. Try this:
Play a G chord, then play this arpeggio,
starting on String 4: 0-2-3-2-3-2-0.
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BONUS! Here's a video to help you understand the concept better! 

Tab Basics: What are those lines?
Uke tab has four horizontal lines that represent each string, 1-4. The top
line is the 1st string (the one that’s near the floor) and the bottom line is
the 4th string (the one toward your nose). Take your uke and turn it up
toward the ceiling. Then, the top (1st) string will make a bit more sense!

TIP! Occasionally, you will see tabs that are written backwards to the standard strings. Before you toss away
a piece, try it on the opposite strings. If you understand Tab, you can make pieces like this work!

Horizontal Lines = Strings

The Numbers
Numbers are printed ON the lines. These numbers show which fret to
press AND which string to pluck. So, a 2 on the first line, means to press
the second fret of the A-string. A ‘0’ means to pluck as an open string. 

An ‘X’ on a string means don’t play it at all.

How would you play a 3 on the 3rd line? That would mean to play the 3rd fret of the C-string. 

Sometimes tab books are misaligned, and the numbers slide to the spaces to make things terribly confusing to read!
Again, by understanding Tab, you can resolve this or explain it well enough to get your money back!

How to Read
Read tab from left to right, careful to follow the note order
written. Play this:

Simultaneous Notes and Chords
When two or more notes are written on top of each other, they are to be played together. Think chords. 

What chord is 2-2-2-4? Note the barre across strings 1-3. This is a Bm chord.

Play the tab below, it’s the riff of “Smoke on the Water” by Deep Purple.

bitly.ws/oh6F

T
A
B

2 5 7 2 5 8 7
0 3 5 0 3 5 5

T
A
B

0 1 20

T
A
B

2
0

T
A
B

2

4

1

3

A
E
C
G
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZmkA_Qqgcx4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZmkA_Qqgcx4
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Terry Carter is our feature artist for
this issue and is well-known to our
Ukelandia community and to many
online ukulele students who search on
social media. He is known as
UkeLikeThePros (ULTP) which is his
harmonious shop and ukulele teaching
channel. Featured  Artist
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 Terry Carter is part of a group
of musicians, teachers and
content creators who had the
amazing idea to teach music
online. He gives people a
sense of community,
especially in a time of social
distancing, where they can
share their great energy and
positive feelings.

February provided for the
most important event- the
first ULTP festival and Terry
was full of excitement and joy.
Terry shared,“It was awesome.
I don’t get invited to a lot of
festivals. I was thinking about
it and together with
Bernadette, decided let's do
one. Let's do our own ukulele
festival! If we don’t get invited,
we’ll have our own. This was
before I had any of this
(referring to the warehouses).
I was still working at my house
at that time.” Terry recollected
the People’s Choice Ukulele
Festival that was held in San
Diego in June 2019, in which
he had stands, workshops and
a stage where they played.

The festival had many
attractions, such as, Hawaiian
legend - Kimo Hussey, Timmy
Cruz, Anthony Stanley (local
ukulele player and Kala artist),
Christopher Davis-Shannon
(a.k.a. Banjolele Tinman),
Bernadette Plazola (Bernadette
Teaches Music) and 
Terry Carter (ULTP, San Diego).

" I was thinking about it and together with

Bernadette, decided let's do one. Let's do our 

own ukulele festival! "

As soon as Terry moved to the
‘headquarters’, also known as
ULTP shop and warehouse, he
felt the urge to help people
get close again, so they
planned a festival. “We’ve had
too many Zoom calls over the
last few years; like every day!” 

The booths carried popular
ukulele brands, merchandise for
raffle, luthiers, and workshops;
basically a ukulele player’s
wildest dream! Due to travel
difficulties anyone may have
encountered and the global and
digital concerns that come with
following a persona online; all
the events were recorded and
available for online festival
attendance. It’s probably already
online for you to watch.

Terry stated clearly on Instagram
that his followers shouldn’t be
afraid of the new style of
teaching by UkeLikeThePros.
However, their feedback birthed
a new logo, new style, a more
polished version of himself and
what ULTP would offer from that
point forward. He was compelled
to thoughtfully consider this
market; understanding that there
weren't many ukulele players and
teachers at that time. So he
began, step by step, adding
ukulele lessons, then the
warehouse and eventually,
Patreon.

How did Terry Carter get started?
He began as a guitar musician in
L.A. with a recording studio and
produced music for commercials
and other musicians.

Switching the subject completely,
I couldn’t help but praise Terry
on how much courage it takes to
be vulnerable, such as when
Bernadette engaged with online
critics and decided to openly
discuss negative comments, and
even test them, which provided a
new result based on facts. 



"There’s something instinctively uplifting in this
instrument that naturally speaks to people."
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Currently, his market is only
getting bigger. In the U.S.A., the
ukulele is on the path of
becoming the next big thing in
schools. People are showing their
preference to the uke because
sometimes guitars may be too big
or require too much strength to
hold down the string. The most
common flute is starting to be
obsolete due to the health
measures relating to the
pandemic. Meanwhile ukuleles
are on the rise and are more
common in primary schools. 

In closing, Terry shared that he
feels that music is a calling! He
said that he heard so many
stories from people that used to
play 10-15 years ago. They were
forced to leave music behind,
perhaps for work or maybe
family, and now they feel the urge
to play again. It takes time,
energy, and motivation to pick up
the instrument again, however it’s
not like  a physical sport! We can
play as long as we like until we
pass on from this planet. There
will be a time when you’ll think
that you want more than just
playing alone, learning  songs and  
scales. That's the moment when
joining a community will help you
learn other styles, fingerpicking,
or music reading.  Just remember
the key is to get involved so you
will improve and feel part of a
community! 

by Angela Pellegrino



How Many Ukuleles can You Find?

Answer on Page 38

by Peewee
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Where will I install the buttons ?
The base position of the strap button is mandatory. 
Many ukuleles come with a strap button installed in this
position. If your ukulele doesn’t have one, you could install
one with the instructions 
below. 

At the neck we have 2 options:

2.  At the headstock

1. At the joint of the body and neck

You will need 2 strap buttons: 
one at the base and one at the neck.

How To Install Strap
Buttons
on your Ukulele

What do we need?
Strap button set, screwdriver,
pencil, drill, masking tape and
measuring tape.

If you prefer the button installed at the headstock, you should
check to ensure the wood is thick enough to accommodate the
screw. You may have to get a shorter screw if it is too long for
the depth of wood. 

by Stefan

TIP!
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Now, have yourself a cup of coffee 
(or tea, or whatever you like) 
and enjoy your "self-installed "

strap buttons.    
-Stefan

Step One - Masking
I decided to put the strap button next to the
body, so I applied some masking tape on that
area to be sure not to scratch my instrument
with the tools and to have the option to make
markings on it.

Step Two - Measure & Drill
You have to measure the area and find the
middle to center the button on the instrument.
Then you can drill a small hole into thee neck
joint. Not too deep, 
(approximately 2/3rd of the screw's length), 
so that the screw could tighten on the joint.

Now screw the button tight into the drilled
hole and you're done.

Step Three - Screw
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This is a more advanced topic, so make
sure to read the instructions before going
to work on the Ukulele.

I found it hard to play some barre chords
on my baritone, so I checked the action
(aka the height of the strings) above the
12th fret. 

How to
Change
the Action
on your Ukulele by Stefan
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Why the 12th Fret?

Measure the height of the strings at the 12th fret with a
string action ruler.

I decided to lower the strings to 2.5 mm, which led to
lowering the bridge a half millimeter.

You can get the bridge out of the saddle by loosening
your strings, or if you need to change the strings anyway,
it might be easier to get the bridge out without strings.

Step 1 -Measuring

Align the bridge under the ruler and marked the parts of
the bridge that must be sanded down in order to lower it.

Step 2- Marking the Bridge

Step 3- Sanding
Put a sheet of sandpaper with a 120 grit on the desk.
Place the bridge on it and sand with light pressure and
circular movements. Sand the bridge down to the 
marked line. 

Make sure you hold the bridge tight and even on the
sandpaper. Don’t use too much speed to sand it down,
just a steady movement with even pressure. This may
take some time, depending on how much you need to
sand down….

Step 4 – Reinstall bridge
Reinstall the bridge, tighten the strings and check the
action again, to see, f it works properly.

Since I had to loosen the strings, they need
to be stretched again like newly installed
strings; because of the lowered action. 

TIP!

The height of the saddle determines the height of the action. To lower the action to a certain
height, you have to lower the bridge twice that value. For instance: to lower the action 2 millimeters
you have to lower the bridge 4 millimeters. 

It is the half of the distance between nut and saddle (aka the scale) of the Ukulele. It was about 2.7 millimeters,
which I felt was too high for me. So I decided to lower the action and this requires some calculation: 
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On our 34th anniversary last December, I was
gifted an ukulele which didn’t have a strap.
Someone shared a link to Etsy for hand- made
ukulele straps. I went to take a look and found a
wonderful place for eye candy. I wanted at least
twelve of them. Unfortunately I couldn’t get
twelve. From all the beautiful possibilities, I
chose the one with butterflies.

Once it came in, I immediately installed it on my
uke. I absolutely loved it! Being an artist, I just
can’t seem to leave things alone. I tend to put
my personal touch on things. I felt the
butterflies needed to continue their journey on
my ukulele, so I needed to create more
beautiful creatures. Well, I couldn’t really wrap
my ukulele in more straps, so I had to create
these butterflies myself. 
Step one. Draw them on.

In pencil, I drew the same size butterflies and
labeled them in the same pattern on the strap.
To immortalize the drawings, I needed to paint
them on. I chose to use acrylic paints. It dries
fast and water solubility makes it easier to thin
and layer when need it. To draw them on, you
really need the right tools, because there is a
plethora of brushes. Painting precise lines
requires a smaller paint brush with a pointy tip
for details. My paints were old and dry. I
wouldn’t recommend it for painting on your
precious ukulele, but I made it work. Starting
with yellow as the lightest colour I mapped out
and repeated the pattern seen on the strap.

Some butterflies are easier to paint than
others, so I left the difficult ones for later. Once
I finished the yellow, I added tan and brown. 

by Monica Raye Daly

PaintingButterflies
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You have to be careful not to touch wet paint,
because the colours easily get mixed. I did at
one point but didn’t fret, thin acrylic paint is
easy to scrape off. As I put on my thin layers, I
was able to blend the colours when needed.

While adding blue, green and detailed things,
the butterflies really started to come together.
I didn’t rush, I took my time. Soon the most
difficult butterfly was getting worked on. I think
having so much detail in that one butterfly
intimidated me. Not every butterfly is the same
and some were really detailed to paint. 

I think it turned out well. Each is a bit different
but close enough for me to the strap.
My next step will be to either paint clear nail
polish over each butterfly or to buy a can of
spray varnish and give it a light coat for
protection. I haven’t decided yet what I should
do. For now, I’m really happy with the result
and really wanted to share it with all of you.

Once it was done, it was time for some new
strings and finally time to play. I've received
another ukulele recently…and I'm off to Etsy to
look for a new project!

Being an artist, I just can’t

seem to leave things alone. I

tend to put my personal 

touch on things.
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Luckily, I restarted playing the recorder in
2010 started in 1999, quit in middle school
’because it wasn’t cool’’. In 2014, I graduated
at the highest amateur level in classical
recorder! After saying goodbye to my guitar
in 2012 (which is still hanging on my wall), I
bought my very own first Aloha concert
ukulele. I fell in love in a NANO second! 

It took me  6½ years to buy my second uke.
Late 2018 is when my UAS (Ukulele
Acquisition Syndrome) really started. The
second uke, also a concert but with no brand
has a cats's paw as a sound hole. I restrung
it a year or two later with a low G string. 

After buying my second ukulele, UAS set in
and many more were purchased. I have a
Flight Travel Series TUS-EE Sunset Elise
Ecklund Signature soprano ukulele, which is
amazing to travel with.

In 2021, I came across a new ukulele with
kittens all over it. As a cat behaviorist, I
couldn’t resist buying it. It’s the Flight Travel
Series TUC Kitty concert ukulele. Then, I
really wanted a baritone as it's a little bit
closer to a guitar, but still playable for me! I
fell for the Flight Natural Series NUB310
baritone. 

 Ukulele-Girl
by Pauline van de Haar

The first time I held a ukulele was in 2011. My
classical guitar teacher suggested the ukulele
was an instrument that may work better for
me. I wasn’t bad at playing classical guitar.
Actually, I played well enough to go to the
conservatory. However, playing 5 to 6 hours a
day was difficult as my hands and shoulders
just couldn’t handle it. In 2012, I tried to take
part in the music exams, so I would graduate
at the highest amateur level in classical guitar.
Unfortunately, I was physically unable to
participate in this exam. I quit playing guitar in
a split second. I hated my body for not being
able to play and make music. In 2017, the
doctor's diagnosis of fibromyalgia was
identified as the main reason for all my pain.

"Playing the ukulele doesn’t 
cause me too much 

muscle pain
and has brought the joy of 
string instruments back 

in my life!"



Most recently, I bought an Enya Nova U pink
concert ukulele. It’s just magnificent! Never
have I ever seen a ukulele like this one close
up! The Enya feels different, sounds lovely
and is wonderful to look at. Funny fact: my
niece’s name is Enya too! Maybe I’ll buy her
an Enya uke one day, if she wants one!
Before the Enya Nova, I saw a Kala ukulele.
All those Sparkles! I mean, how could I resist
ordering one for myself?! So, I did. It’s the
Kala KA-SPRK-PINK Sparkle Series Pink
Champagne concert ukulele. 

Another amusing fact- in the last 1 ½ years, I
bought the last 4 ukuleles for myself. As my
friends say, “That’s just, a little crazy”! How
can I help myself when I have UAS? 

For now, I may stop buying more ukes. I just
can’t tell  you for how long though! 
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That’s the crazy
thing about a Cats-

Pink-and-
Sparkles-Obsessed-

Ukulele-girl! 



C Maj Scale C D E F G A B (C)

Degrees 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8/1

Formula 1  3  5    

C Maj Notes C  E  G    

C minor Scale C D Eb F G A B (C)

Degrees 1 2 b3 4 5 6 7 8/1

Formula 1  b3  5    

C minor Notes C  Eb  G    

C Major Chord (Triad)

Not only are chord intervals – each major chord has
three kinds of intervals! Bottom line is the number
of half steps between notes. The C Major triad is 
C-E-G. Some call stacked triads like this a
“snowman” because of how they look on the staff.

Chords are Intervals

M3
m3

P5

Notice the key signature. Identify the 3 intervals of a 
C Maj triad below. 

m3m3
M3M3 Major 3rd, bottom of snowman, 

(C – E), is 4 frets

minor 3rd, top of snowman, 
(E + G), is 3 frets

P5P5 Perfect 5th are the top/bottom notes 
(C +G) of the snowman, which is 7 frets. 

Major Chord Intervals

CONNECTING
THE NOTES - Part 3

by Phyllis David
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Intervals make up the very fabric of
music. Degrees, scales, melody,
harmony, writing, keys, chords etc. 
are all interwoven. 

The minor chord formula is 1–b3–5 
(say “flat-three”). This means the first, flat the
third and fifth degrees spell a minor chord. 

Intervals  

Chords are built using a “formula”. There are
many formulas, considering there are many
chord types, i.e. major, augmented, minor,
diminished and extended (7ths, 9th, 11th, 
13th, etc.). 

Chords must have at least 3 notes from the
formula. If there were only 2 notes, it would be
an interval. The definition of an “interval” is the
distance between TWO notes. A “Power Chord”
has two notes – the 1st and 5th  – truly making
it a Perfect 5th interval!

The major chord formula is 1-3-5. This means
the first, third and fifth degrees of the scale
“spell” a major chord. We start with the Root 
(or Tonic), then every other note is used. 

Chord Overview

Count and spell chords up to 7ths across your
knuckles! The ‘mountain knuckles’ are 1-3-5-7
and the ‘valley knuckles’ are 2-4-6. Let’s break
that down for C Major.

TIP!

A flat is 1 fret lower. Let’s break that down 
for the C minor scale.



M3

m3 P5

A - G is a 7th - (A-B-C-D-E-F-G) 
Count them, INCLUDE the A

 C - E is a 3rd - (C-D-E) 

 F - B is a 4th – (F-G-A-B)
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Notice the key signature. Identify the 3 intervals
of a Cm triad below. 

Calculate Quality
Look at the red Interval groupings below to
calculate Quality for each of the 3 graphic
examples above. Assume all are Major.  Some
instruction show these in numerical order. 

I find It’s easier to group them like this:

Perfect Intervals
1st/unison, 4th, 5th, 8th/octave 

Major or minor Intervals
2nd, 3rd, 6th, 7th

Using the following keyboard examples,
calculate the Type of each interval. 

Interval Basics

Count with your fingers – it’s OK! Start with
the lower note as 1. Other musical
concepts do not include the lower note in
the count. Intervals require the lower note. 

TIP!

The C minor triad has 3 intervals – the M3 and m3
are reversed because the b3 reduces the fret count
by 1.

There are no sharps or flats in the Key of C. The b3
note will most likely cause a key change to one
that includes the Eb note. Notice the key signature
in both graphics. 

Minor Chord Intervals

minor 3rd, bottom of snowman,
(C – Eb), is 3 frets

Major 3rd, top of snowman,
(Eb – G), is 4 frets

Perfect 5th, lies between the 2
“outer notes” (C – G), is 7 frets.

m3m3

The lower note of the interval serves
as the key for that interval.
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M3M3
P5P5

Steps to Identify Intervals

11

An interval is the distance between 2
notes. Don’t make it harder than it is!
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Intervals have a first and last name -
“Type” and “Quality”. Type is a number
we calculate. Quality is the kind of
sound made between the 2 notes. 

It seems backwards since Quality is
presented first when naming but first
calculate Type. Think last name.

Assign Quality. Think first name. 

Name the MAJOR interval by “Quality-
Type” ex. M3 or Major third. 

Calculate Type. Count on fingers (include first note!);
identify the Type of interval in these 3 examples.

C-E is a 3rd

G-Eb is a 6th (*disregard #’s or b’s)

F-B is a 4th

C E

C-E

G

EbG-Eb

F B

F-B



unison M2 M3 P4 P5 M6 M7 octave

Finally, let’s look at the whole C Maj scale 
(no sharps or flats). The Root, C, is the lower
note and it remains the same for each interval.
These are simple (one octave) melodic 
 intervals (notes played together). 

Answers are given. See if you can identify the
Type and Quality for all 8 intervals, then
identify the minor intervals of (2,3,6,7). 

Mentioned in Issue #2

Chord Type Formula Chord Spelling in C Written as...

C Major 1-3-5 C  E  G Maj, M, Major

C Augmented
Raise the 5th 1/2 Step

1-3-#5 C  E  G# A, aug, +

C minor 1-b3-5 C  Eb  G m, min, -

C diminished
It is already a minor,

lower the 5th 1/2 step
1-b3-5 C  Eb  Gb d, dim, 

Perfect Must be in the key
of the lower note C-C, C-F, C-G, C-C P1 unis, P4, P5, P8 oct

Keyboard example C-E 
The 3rd is found in the “Major or minor
Intervals” group. This is a Maj 3rd. 

Keyboard example G-Eb 
The 6th is also in the “Major or minor
Intervals'' group. This is a Maj 6th.

Keyboard example F-B 
The 4th is found in the “Perfect Intervals”
group. This is a P4 (Perfect 4th).

Notes:            Middle C            C-D               C-E              C-F             C-G              C-A            C-B         C octave
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2nd, 3rd, 6th, or 7th Major Interval
Simply LOWER the top note by ½ step for a
minor interval! 

In conclusion, this work is intended to jump-start
you toward self-study of intervals. Don’t be
discouraged - it will take some time to absorb.

To figure a minor interval, let’s use the same
red chart.   
Perfect Intervals
1st/unison, 4th, 5th, 8th/octave

There are minor intervals. The easiest way this
writer/musician has found to teach minor
intervals is to first learn the major intervals,
then consider minor intervals. 

Major or minor Intervals
2nd, 3rd, 6th, 7th

C-E is a Major 3rd
Lower the E by ½ step to Eb
C – Eb is a m3rd

C-A is a Major 6th 
Lower the A by ½ step to an Ab
C – Ab is a m6th

C-D is a Major 2nd
Lower the D by ½ step to Db
C – Db is a minor 2nd

Minor Intervals

Major Scale and Intervals

Look at these 3 examples:

 
I’m so proud of you for hanging in

there for the tough parts! You will
become a better musician because 

you did! 
 

More on Quality
There are 4 possible types of Qualities plus
Perfect. Below are examples of C triads,
formulas, notes, and ways they can be written. 

0



12 excuses to buy that ukulele you've been eyeing
by Chiara & Peewee 
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Relative humidity RH is simply the amount of
moisture in the air and not your “sweaty uncle”
according to hubby, Tom! 

I purchased several digital humidity gauges
from Amazon to help me keep an eye on
things. The first reading that I saw was about
15%. I needed to raise the humidity in my room
quickly.

I strategically placed water bowls in several
places throughout the room. I was able to get
the room humidity up to 39% rather quickly
but knew I couldn’t leave my “babies” out in the
cold. Every ukulele went back into its case. The
bamboo ukulele mentioned above, came with
an accessory that I had never seen before. It
was a small black plastic humidifier, that
should have been a clue!
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While on my ukulele journey, I happened across a
beautiful concert bamboo ukulele, which I excitedly
purchased. When I received it in the mail, I played
this lovely ivory beauty and then carefully looked
over the instrument. To my horror, I thought I found
a crack! Sure enough it was a crack in the wood.

Oh no… how do I fix this problem?… what caused
this crack? So how do I ensure this never happens
again?

Fortunately, the Company was quick to send me a
new ukulele. Fixed! The Company explained that
sometimes temperature and humidity differences
in transit might cause this to happen. The cause!
The only thing left is to make sure this never
happens again. 

It was actually a good thing that this happened
because I was totally unaware that low humidity can
do damage to our ukuleles. 

Peg's Journey

So what is humidity? 

There are several types of humidifiers you can
purchase for inside your case or in my UAS
world- cases! Inside theses plastic humidifiers
are sponges. Just pour water in through the
top, make sure no excess water is dripping out
and place it in the gig bag. If it’s the type with
an oval lid on top, it goes right into your sound
hole between the C and E strings. 

When room temperatures lower, the moisture
levels go down and can cause problems for our
wood floors, furniture and instruments. 
Wooden instruments, especially our ukuleles
need a RH count of 49%. 

What humidifier should I 
get for my ukulele?

I was able to check our RH counts with a dial on
my Galileo thermometer weather station. I had
never known earlier what the middle dial was
for.

Continues...
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You can use a humidity gauge. 
Also, as you tune your ukulele check for this.
If a ukulele fret begins to feel sharp, this is a
sign that the wood is contracting due to lack of
moisture. 

If there are cracks in the wood of your
instrument…well that’s obvious!

This was a UAS nightmare for me, as there’d be
little time to play and my precious time would
be spent  humidifying my ukuleles!

My GUB (Global Ukulele Bubble) members, Karen
Seidel, and Ali Crush both told me about
“Boveda 2”  humidity control packets. I bought
the size 70 with 49% RH and placed one in each
case. If there is too much humidity or too little,
these will rectify the humidity issues for several
months. They need to be replaced when the
packets become hard. They are a bit more
expensive than the small plastic varieties but a
whole lot more convenient.

If your humidifier has a removable top, you can
take the sponge out and soak it thoroughly. In
that case squeeze out the excess water before
placing in your ukulele. This would have to be
done every couple of days or so to keep the
humidity up inside the closed case.

So, my ukulele journey continues
with more life lessons than I could

ever have imagined.
 

Peg ❣ 

How do you know there is a 
lack of moisture in the room? 

My tips for raising the humidity in the room are the
following:

Helpful Tips

Place house plants on water catch trays in
several areas in the room
Add pebbles or small rocks in the trays to help
the humidity and this also helps plants not to
sit in standing water and root rot
Use ceramic water holders around the room
An electric room humidifier could be used

❣ 

❣ 

❣ 

❣ 



FAQFAQFAQ
The basic rhythm of the song should

be the thing that dictates the
strumming pattern. If you listen to a
song, sing along and tap your foot to
it. Think about when you are tapping.
That’s a pointer to how you strum it. If
you can tap your foot to it, you can feel
the beat of the song. If you can feel it,

you can play it!

Singing and strumming at
the same time is too

overwhelming. Magic tips?

It’s the Ukulele Acquisition Syndrome. Fear
not, here’s a formula you can use:

No. of Ukes Required = N+1 
(where N is the no. of ukes currently owned)

On a serious note, ask yourself the
question, “Is it more worthwhile buying a lot

of cheaper ukes or holding back a bit and
spending all that money on a very good

one?”
 

What is UAS? For those of
us who have UAS, how many

ukes are too many?

Ask 
and 
uke 

shall 
receive 
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It’s wise to choose a trustworthy brand and
dealer. You MUST check user-reviews of

the ukulele, the dealer and the deal itself.
In addition, get a clear idea on the return
policy before making the purchase. ‘Got A
Ukulele’ has detailed, unbiased reviews of
many popular ukes, so it’s worth checking

those out.

How does one buy 
a good uke online?



When you have large
hands, is the nut width
more important than the

scale length?

Both can be helpful. A wider nut means
greater space between the strings, so less
chance of muting a string unintentionally.
The scale length invariably impacts on the

nature of the sound produced - pitch,
volume and tone. The choice of scale

length should be dependent on the type
of sound you want to make. Check out

our past editions of ‘Buyers Guide’ if you
wish to know more.

How do I clean
my uke?

It is best to keep the cleaning ritual simple.
Just wipe it with a microfiber cleaning cloth.
You can very slightly dampen the cloth with

water, but make sure to rinse off any
dampness with a dry cloth afterwards. This
bit is highly debated, but for a gloss-finish
uke you can use a small amount of guitar
polish on the body. However, experts say

it’s best to not use such products on 
the fretboard.

Get in touch with Saiyara for further
queries or to send in your questions 

@saiyara.hamid

What are the best
accessories to get when
you are starting out?

The must-have while starting out is a
tuner. Also, a strap will help alleviate
some of the stress of holding a uke in
place. Other accessories to consider,
based on your preference, are capos,
gig bags, uke stands, picks, cleaning

cloth and humidifiers.

37Special thanks to Dave Thorpe & Bernadette Plazola for their advice on the FAQs for this issue

This is an overall check at the build,
intonation and playability of an

ukulele. It’s when luthiers fix any
wood defects, neck alignment,

action, fret defects or anything that
might need some tweaking to ensure
a buzz-free, comfortable and in-tune

playing experience.

What is a
ukulele set-up?



Gaithersberg Ukefest
When:  March 17-19, 2022
Where: Pathways Baptist Church
Gaithersburg,, Maryland, USA
www.gaithersburgurkefest.com

Ukelandia on Facebook
Please check out our Facebook

family where you can view, enjoy  
and share your uke playing. 

 

2022 Ukefests2022 Ukefests  
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Berlin Ukefest
When: June 17-19, 2022
Where: ViktoriastraBe 10-18, 
12105 Berlin, Germany
www.berliner-ukulele-festival.de/

Czech Republic Uke Retreat
When: July 28-31, 2022
Where: Ryznerova, Unetice, Czech Republic
ukefest@email.cz

ALIUKEFEST
When: September 24, 2022
Where: Torrence Cultural Centre, LA. USA
www.kalakoa.com/ukulelel/

Monopolele Ukefest
When: May 27-29 2022
Where: Monopoli, Puglia, Italy
@MonopoleleFest-Festival

 Shrekfest
When: July 29-31, 2022
Where: Eastridge Farm
Shrewsbury, UK 
www. shorprock.co.uk/shrewkfest.html

Winchester Ukulele Festival
When: June 11. 2022
Where: Winchester Rugby Football Club,
Winchester, UK
www.winchesterukefest.co.uk

GNUF Ukefest
When: June 18-21, 2022
Where: Huddersfield, UK
www.northernuke.com

Ukulele Safari 
(Boris Mogilevsky)
When: November 12-21, 2022 
Where: Kenya
www.ukulelesafari.co.ke
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http://www.patreon.com/bernadetteteachesmusic
https://t.me/ukelandia
https://instagram.com/plazi?utm_medium=copy_link
https://youtube.com/c/BernadetteTeachesMusic


Major Minor Seventh Major 7 Minor 7

A

A#/Bb

B

C

C#/Db

D

D#/Eb

E

F

F#/Gb

G

G#/Ab

G# C# F A#

A D BF#

A# D# G C

B E G# C#

C F A D

C# F# A# D#

D BG E

D# G# C F

E A C# F#

F A# D G

F# B D# G#

G C E A

GCEA Ukulele

ukelandiamagazine.com
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